Copyright

Request to Reproduce/Use Berkeley Lab Content

If you are not a Berkeley Lab employee and wish to utilize content found on our websites please note the following:

1. Berkeley Lab information may be cited or linked to without explicit permission - there is no need to contact us for citations or inbound links.

2. For other uses of content, please contact the appropriate department:

   for the use of images, contact Strategic Communications (communications@lbl.gov);

   for the use of other content, contact the Intellectual Property Office (ipo@lbl.gov); and

   for all other inquiries, contact the Office of Laboratory Counsel.

3. Regardless of any specific information given to you by a content creator or any other employee of Berkeley Lab, the University of California and the Department's of Energy's copyrights and grants on the materials take precedence unless legally waived in writing by an authorized representative of the University. Key components of UC's and DOE's rights and grants may be found here: http://www.lbl.gov/Disclaimers.html

Notification to LBNL of an Allegation of Copyright Infringement

Please address DMCA notifications and other copyright infringement allegations to security@lbl.gov.

The authorized DMCA Representative contact information may be found here.

Copyright Policy and Guidance for LBNL Staff: Journal Publication Agreements

RPM: Scientific and Technical Publications Requirements

Who owns the copyright to Berkeley Lab reports?

The Regents of the University of California owns the copyright to the manuscript of Berkeley Lab reports.

How do I submit Berkeley Lab’s copyright notice to publishers?

The copyright notice should be inserted into the publication agreement form which you sign and return to the publisher. If the form is web-based, it’s advisable to contact the journal for guidance on how to proceed; you may be able to input the text somewhere on the web-based forms, or print out the copyright form and insert the language on the printout.

Berkeley Lab’s copyright notice reads as follows:

  This manuscript has been authored by an author at Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory under Contract No. DE-AC02-05CH11231 with the U.S. Department of Energy. The U.S. Government retains, and the publisher, by accepting the article for publication, acknowledges, that the U.S. Government retains a non-exclusive, paid-up, irrevocable, world-wide license to publish or reproduce the published form of this manuscript, or allow others to do so, for U.S. Government purposes.

Does the above apply to non-US journals?

Yes.

Are Berkeley Lab employees government employees?

No; Berkeley Lab employees are employees of the University of California.

What if the publisher refuses to allow modification to their copyright agreement?
Publishers will typically accept the terms in LBNL’s copyright notice. Should a publisher refuse to accept the terms, do not proceed to complete and submit the publishing agreement; contact repcoon@lbl.gov to discuss the situation.

What if I am a coauthor of a paper with authors at other institutions?

Berkeley Lab’s copyright notice applies (and should be submitted to the publisher) if you are a coauthor of a paper with authors at different institutions.

What about Open Access journals?

Authors may publish in Open Access journals but are not required to do so; DOE’s Public Access Plan does not require authors to publish in Open Access journals. Berkeley Lab’s copyright notice must still be sent to the publisher when publishing in an Open Access journal.

Whom can I contact if I have other questions about publications or publication agreements?

Contact the Scientific Publication Coordinator at repcoon@lbl.gov or call x2633. More information about the publication process can be found on the Scientific Publications FAQ.